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Abstract — Collaborative in-network processing operations in Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs)
often require eﬀective synchronization control. Extensive
researches in the traditional networks mainly focus on the
synchronization control with the buﬀer management in the
receiver. However, for WMSNs, the chaotic transport
channel and low bandwidth introduce serious jitter. Jitter degrades the timing relationship among packets in a
single media stream and between packets from diﬀerent
media streams and, hence, creates multimedia synchronization problems. Moreover, too much jitter will also degrade the performance of the streaming buﬀer. By only
employing the buﬀer management scheme in the receiver,
we can hardly satisfy the synchronization requirement of
the in-network processing. In this study, we propose an
active jitter detection mechanism for the synchronization
control in WMSNs. This mechanism will improve the quality of service in multimedia networking by discarding the
jitter-corrupted packets immediately and balancing the delay and jitter actively. We implement the proposed scheme
in the practical WMSNs platform. The experiment results
show that our scheme can reduce the average packet jitter eﬀectively and improve the synchronization controlling
performance signiﬁcantly.
Key words — Active jitter detection, Synchronization
control, Wireless multimedia sensor networks.

I. Introduction
Collaborative multimedia in-network processing is an important
technique in Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs)[1,2] . It
increases the system scalability greatly by reducing the transmission of redundant information, merging data originated from multiple views, on diﬀerent media, and with multiple resolutions. For
example, data fusion systems[3,4] select several optimal multimedia streams and suppress the other redundant messages to reduce
the communication overhead. Such signal processing techniques require the stream synchronization to recognize duplicate detections
of the same event by diﬀerent sensors. Besides, for target localization systems[5−8] which evaluate the position of the monitored
object by combining the multimedia streams from several sensors,
the positioning accuracy is closely related to the performance of the
synchronization. Essentially, smooth in-network collaboration requires eﬀective synchronization control[9] which can minimize the

packet delays, reduce the jitter eﬀect and maintain synchronization
among the various multimedia streams.
Currently, extensive researches have focused on the synchronization control of the distributed multimedia systems in the traditional
networks[10−12] . For most of the multimedia systems, such as Audio/Video (A/V) conference, Video on demand (VOD) and distance
learning, a local buﬀer management scheme is usually performed in
the receiver to provide the smooth synchronized streams. However,
in WMSNs, the chaotic transport channel and low bandwidth introduce more serious jitter[13] . The network jitter complicates the
synchronization problem among packets from a single multimedia
stream or between packets from diﬀerent multimedia streams. It is
diﬃcult to re-adjust the timing relationships between packets from
the same or several multimedia streams to assure the smooth synchronized streams provision. On the other hand, a large number
of packets that have accumulated too much jitter (the accumulated
jitter is larger than the jitter tolerance of the application) will be
rendered useless and discarded when received by the synchronization controller. Actually, these jitter-corrupted multimedia packets
transmission is continuing to consume network bandwidth and thus
increasing the network congestion. In a word, by only employing
the passive buﬀer management in the receiver, we can hardly satisfy the synchronization requirement of the collaborative in-network
processing in WMSNs.
In this paper, an active jitter detection scheme is proposed for
the synchronization control, which aims at decreasing the packet
average jitter, reducing the serious jitter eﬀect and improving the
synchronization controlling performance in WMSNs. The major
contributions of this work are as follows.
(1) We introduce a precise jitter evaluation mechanism which
can calculate the packet delay and jitter in each router during the
stream transmission and provide a foundation for the correct jittercorrupted packet detection.
(2) By analyzing the jitter features of the packet transmission
in WMSNs, we propose a dropping decision scheme in which diﬀerent discarding thresholds are established for the streams from the
diﬀerent sources.
(3) To improve the system ﬂexibility, we also propose an adaptive parameter adjustment mechanism for the dropping decision according to the dynamic network condition.
(4) We implement the proposed active jitter detection scheme
and verify its eﬀectiveness in our practical WMSNs. The experiment
results show that, without incurring additional average delay and
communication overhead, our approach can actively decrease the
jitter and reduce the serious jitter eﬀect during the transmission.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the related work. Section III describes the key parameters of interest in the design of a synchronization control scheme.
Section IV presents details of the proposed active jitter detection
mechanism. In Section V, we report our experimental studies. The
paper concludes with Section VI.

II. Related Works
Synchronization control scheme is a key component for the distributed multimedia systems[14,15] . Extensive researches have been
done on the synchronization control with the speciﬁc buﬀer management in the traditional network[10−12,16−18] .
In Ref.[10], Zhu presented a synchronization scheme in emerging wireless environments which requires no feedback and at the
same time minimizes the required buﬀer space. Authors of Ref.[11]
proposed an adaptive synchronization control scheme for A/V conferencing applications over Wireless local area network (WLAN).
By employing a distributed timing mechanism, the scheme monitored the synchronization errors and estimated the delay jitters in
real-time. Authors of Ref.[12] proposed a multilayered audiovisual
streaming scheme to deliver layered audiovisual data synchronously,
which is called ML-AVSS. Authors of Ref.[16] focused on the interactive multimedia communication in the distributed multi-stream
environment and develop an MOD system on SUN SPARC workstations accordingly. In these studies, based on the buﬀer management of the receiver, the synchronization control is performed
to provide the smooth multimedia streams. However, for WMSNs,
the chaotic transport channel and low bandwidth introduce more
serious jitters. The network jitter complicates the synchronization
problem among packets from a single multimedia stream or between
packets from diﬀerent multimedia streams. A streaming buﬀer in
the receiver can only help to increase the tolerance of the network
jitter for multimedia stream transmission. The situation will become worse when a large number of packets accumulate too much
jitter. These jitter-corrupted packets will be rendered useless and
discarded in the receiver, which wastes a lot of network bandwidth
and increases the network congestion. In this work, based on the
buﬀers in the router, we propose an active jitter detection scheme
for the synchronization control, which can decrease the jitter and
relieve the jitter eﬀect greatly during the stream transmission.
Some traditional active buﬀer management schemes which are
performed during the stream transmission have been proposed in the
packet-switch network. Random early detection (RED) proposed in
Ref.[19] is an active queue management scheme where the incoming
packets are dropped randomly with the probability related to the
current queue length and queue-size threshold value. In Ref.[20],
the “average delay” is used instead of “average queue length” in
calculating the dropping probability for RED. In Ref.[21], Floyd
proposed preferential dropping to identify individual misbehaving
ﬂows so that the rate of these ﬂows can be compressed to certain
target values. Although these works can relieve the network congestion eﬀectively, the jitter eﬀect is usually not considered. Authors of
Ref.[22] proposed a novel active buﬀer management scheme, “jitter
detection” for gateway-based congestion control to stream multimedia traﬃcs. However, in this work, a constant threshold is set in the
transmisstion path and the speciﬁc dropping decision mechanism is
not discussed. We consider this problem explicitly in the proposed
scheme.

III. Delay, Jitter and Packet Loss
There are three key parameters that are of interest for the synchronization control, namely, delay, jitter, and packet loss. First, the
delay is deﬁned as the time from when the media unit is sampled
at the source to the instant that it is submitted to the in-network
processing. The average delay of stream Si is given by
 Ni
i
i
k=1 (dnet (pk ) + dbuf (pk ))
(1)
di =
Ni
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where Ni denotes the number of received media units in stream Si .
dnet (pik ) and dbuf (pik ) represent the network delay and the buﬀering delay experienced by media unit k in stream respectively. Since
the time spending on the sampling, encoding, decoding and rendering is usually a constant component of the end-to-end delay on a
speciﬁc hardware platform and can be compensated for in a real
implementation[11] , we do not consider these costs in our discussion. Usually, the delay has to be conﬁned to an acceptable level to
support the real-time applications.
Second, the jitter is deﬁned as delay variation experienced by
the media units. Jitter degrades the timing relationship among
packets in a single media stream and between packets from diﬀerent media streams and, hence, creates multimedia synchronization
problems. Moreover, too much jitter will also degrade the performance of the streaming buﬀer in the receiver. Packets received by
the synchronization controller will be rendered useless if they have
accumulated enough jitter. The average jitter of stream Si can be
evaluated by

 Ni
Ni
i
i
2
i
k=2 (d(pk ) − d(pk−1 ))
k=1 Δ(pk )
Δi =
(2)
=
Ni − 1
Ni
d(pik ) =dnet (pik ) + dbuf (pik ) = ts (pik ) − tg (pik )
Δ(pik )

=d(pik )

− di

(3)
(4)

d(pik ),

where
Δ(pik ) denote the delay and jitter of the kth packet in
the stream Si . ts (pik ), tg (pik ) represent the submit time and generation time of the packet pik respectively. The jitter which means
the temporal inconsistency of the media units has to be controlled
below a certain threshold value.
Finally, we evaluate the data loss of a particular media stream
Si by the packet loss ratio ri , which is given by
ri =

M i − Ni
Mi

(5)

where Mi denotes the total number of media units generated in
stream Si . During the synchronization controlling, the data loss
mainly consists of two aspects. On one hand, packets with the large
jitter will be skipped and dropped by the synchronization controller.
Packet loss will also be inevitable for the data congestion with low
bandwidth. On the other hand, wireless channel errors may lead
to some packet loss. During the data transmission, after several
times of transferring failure, the packet will be dropped. The loss of
data ﬁdelity has to be restricted to a tolerable level; otherwise, the
resultant information loss is detrimental to the further in-network
processing.
In traditional networks, the three parameters are usually balanced by employing the buﬀer management in the synchronization
controller. However, in WMSNs, the chaotic transport channel and
diverse network links introduce serious jitters, which will degrade
the performance of the synchronization controlling greatly. The
passive buﬀer management in the receiver can hardly satisfy the
synchronization requirement of the collaborative in-network processing in WMSNs. The goal of this paper is to design an active
jitter detection mechanism which can improve the synchronization
controlling performance signiﬁcantly without incurring additional
average stream delay and communication overheads.

IV. Active Jitter Detection Scheme
In this section, we describe the details of the proposed active
jitter detection mechanism. As shown in Fig.1, once the sensors detect some events, the multimedia streams are reported. The SyncBeacon is inserted into each packet to record the elapsed time and
hops count. During the stream transmission, we perform the proposed scheme in the routers to detect and drop the jitter-corrupted
packets immediately and relieve the jitter eﬀect on the synchronization controlling. The jitter detection scheme mainly consists
of two phases: ﬁrst, we perform a jitter evaluation mechanism in
each router which can calculate the packet delay and jitter precisely
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during the stream transmission and provide the foundation for the
correct jitter-corrupted packet detection; next, based on a dropping
decision scheme, we set diﬀerent discarding thresholds in each router
for the streams from diﬀerent sources and drop the jitter-corrupted
packets accordingly.
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tures under diﬀerent traﬃc. We ﬁnd that, as the experienced hops
count increases, the average jitter increment is approximately linear
(Fig.2). Based on this feature, we design a linear dropping decision model to set diﬀerent thresholds in each router. The adapted
threshold thΔ can be given by
q
p+q
n−p
×ρ×
(ρ ≤ 1)
n

thΔ =Δmax − Δmax × ρ ×
=Δmax − Δmax

Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed active jitter detection
scheme
1. Jitter evaluation
During the stream transmission, we perform the jitter evaluation in each router. First, a buﬀer group is constructed according
to the diﬀerent data sources. One buﬀer only holds the packets
from the same source. As we described above, once the multimedia
stream is reported, the Sync-Beacon is inserted into each packet.
The Sync-Beacon includes the send time recorded in the MAC layer
of the source node, an age ﬁeld containing the elapsed time since the
packet transmission and the hops count experienced by the packet
(Fig.1). Each intermediate router measures the elapsed time from
the reception of the message till its retransmission and updates the
age ﬁeld using a precise time stamping method proposed in Ref.[23].
Then, we can get the current packet delay (d(pik )) from the age ﬁeld.
The average delay experienced by the incoming packets from the
same source is estimated according to Eq.(1) and Eq.(3). The jitter
experienced by the packet can be estimated by Eq.(4).
2. Dropping decision
We make Δmax represent the maximum jitter that can be tolerated in the speciﬁc applications. We can set the jitter threshold
thΔ with Δmax . In each router, packets will be retransmitted if and
only if
(6)
−thΔ ≤ Δ(pik ) ≤ thΔ
The other packets will be dropped immediately. The threshold thΔ
must be chosen carefully because the jitter accumulated at each
router is not uniformly distributed. If a tight thΔ value is employed, media units will be dropped early in the transmission path.
On the contrary, if the thΔ is a loose value, many media units with
large jitter will be received by the synchronization controller and
rendered useless due to the jitter tolerance violation.
We can achieve the optimal performance only by setting different thΔ value at each router. Speciﬁcally, the router is closer
to the ﬁnal synchronization controller, the more loose (the bigger
value) of thΔ shall be employed; the router is closer to the source
node, the more tight (the smaller value) of thΔ shall be used. Obviously, the thΔ value adaptation is related to the experienced and
residual hop-count knowledge of the media unit. In this work, the
experienced hops count is recorded in the Sync-Beacon during the
packet transmission; on the other hand, once the synchronization
controller is established, we can also evaluate a summary residual
distance value by searching the routing list in the current router.
The thΔ can be adapted by the parameter αq , where q denotes the
residual hop-count to the synchronization controller. The adapted
thΔ can be given by Δmax − αq . αq satisﬁes the constraint of
α1 < α2 < · · · < αn−1 < αn , where n is the overall hop-count
from the source node to the synchronization controller. Let p represent the experienced hop-count from the source node. The equation
n = p + q can be satisﬁed (0 ≤ q ≤ n, 0 ≤ p ≤ n).
How to determine the dropping threshold thΔ in each router is
a key point for the jitter detection. Based on the practical WMSNs
platform, we perform a lot of experiments and analyze the jitter fea-

(7)

When the maximum jitter tolerance Δmax is established, the thΔ
is mainly determined by the parameter ρ. In Fig.2, we plot the
linear dropping decision model when ρ is 0.5. During the stream
transmission, once the packet jitter surpasses the thΔ , the packet
will be discarded immediately in the router without retransmission
and more resource is saved for packets within the multimedia application’s jitter tolerance.

Fig. 2. The average jitter evaluated in each router under different traﬃc
For the linear dropping decision model, we ﬁnd that, when the
parameter ρ is adjusted to a low value, we can not obtain the optimal jitter detection results. Thus, we also propose an exponential
dropping decision model which seems to be softer than the linear
model. We try to detect the jitter-corrupted packet as soon as possible no matter what the parameter is ρ. In the exponential model,
the thΔ can be established by
thΔ =Δmax ×
=Δmax ×

ρp+q − ρq
ρp+q − 1
ρn − ρn−p
(p > 1)
ρn − 1

(8)

Algorithm 1 scheduling
1:
update Δmax , ρ.
2:
evaluate the residual hop-count q.
3:
if new packet arrives at the router then
4:
set d(pik ) =age, p =HopsCount.
5:
Δ(pik ) = d(pik ) − di ,
ρp+q − ρq
6:
thΔ = Δmax × p+q
.
ρ
−1
i
Δ
7:
if |Δ(pk )| ≤ th then
8:
put the packet in the queue.
9:
else
10:
discard the packet.
11:
end if
12:
update the average delay di .
13:
end if
When the parameter ρ is close to 1, the proposed two dropping
decision models are nearly equal. We will test the performance of
these two models in the experiment with diﬀerent metrics. The detailed jitter detection scheme with the speciﬁc exponential dropping
decision model is described in the algorithm scheduling.
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3. Adaptive parameter adjustment
An adapted parameter ρ for the dropping decision will help to
minimize the jitter eﬀect. However, establishing an optimal parameter ρ is a very diﬃcult task. For example, in linear dropping
decision model, a big ρ (e.g., ρ = 1) may lead to large number of the
normal packets discarding; on the contrary, if a small value is set
to ρ, many jitter-corrupted packets will be received and rendered
useless by the ﬁnal synchronization controller.

64MB of ﬂash. In the platform, we construct a mesh network with
the AODV-UU protocol. The video compression is based on the
motion JPEG card. The audio is captured at the 8k sampling rate
with 8 bits resolution. Media transmission rate for video and audio
is 13 frames per second. The size of a video frame is 9064 bytes in
average. The size of each audio frame is 616 bytes. We deploy 16
sensors in the platform. The max hop of the constructed network
is 6.

Packet head Send time Age Hops count s1 s2 · · · sn

Algorithm 2 adjustment
1:
receive the T-Beacon in the controller.
2:
if s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sn−1 = sn then
3:
if sn = 1 & ρ − step > 1 then
4:
decrease the parameter ρ.
5:
else if sn = 0 rhen
6:
increase the parameter ρ.
7:
end if
8:
end if

Fig. 3. The structure of T-Beacon message
In this section, we propose an adaptive parameter adjustment
mechanism based on a periodic T-Beacon message. The T-Beacon
is reported periodically from the source node. The structure of
this message is similar to the Sync-Beacon (Fig.3). During the TBeacon transmission, based on the jitter evaluation of this message,
the dropping decision is made in each router. The T-Beacon will not
be dropped no matter what the decision result is. We just record
the decision result (1 represents dropping, 0 denotes no dropping)
in the Si ﬁeld. In the ﬁnal synchronization controller, by analyzing the Si ﬁeld, we decide whether to adjust the dropping decision
parameter.

Fig. 4. An example for illustrating the consistent principle
The consistent principle is carried during the parameter adjustment. It means that the decision made in the router during the
transmission shall be consistent with the decision of the ﬁnal synchronization controller. The consistent principle can be described
as

s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sn−1 = sn (normal)
(9)
s1 ∪ s2 ∪ · · · ∪ sn−1 = sn (need adjustment)
We take an example to illustrate this principle. As shown in Fig.4,
in case 1, the T-Beacon is transmitted with little jitter, in each
router, the dropping decision is 0. In the ﬁnal synchronization controller, the decision is also no dropping. The decision between the
routers and synchronization controller satiﬁes the consistent principle. So, this case is normal. Case 2: the jitter-corrupted packet,
which will be dropped by the synchronization controller, is detected
immediately in the router during the transmission. It also satiﬁes
the consistent principle. Case 3: the jitter-corrupted packet is not
detected by the routers. It is rendered useless when received by the
ﬁnal controller. A loose thΔ in the dropping decision model may
be set, which will lead to the bandwidth-wasting. Case 4: the normal packet is dropped during the transmission due to the incorrect
jitter detection. When a tight thΔ value is set, the goodput degradation will be caused. To improve the jitter detection performance,
in case 3 and case 4, the parameter shall be adjusted dynamically.
We describe the adaptive parameter adjustment mechanism for the
exponential dropping decision model in algorithm adjustment. Note
that, during the parameter adjustment, some packets transmission
will be introduced. However, through the experiment, we ﬁnd that
this overhead is very little and can be ignored exactly.

V. Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme,
we implement it on our practical WMSNs platform. The sensor
node consists of an S3C2440 chip, a microphone used to sample
audio signals, a USB-based camera, and a wireless network card.
S3C2440 is the core unit of the node with 64MB of SDRAM and

The evaluation results focus on two parts: (1) the performance
of the proposed active jitter detection; (2) the eﬀectiveness of improving the synchronization controlling performance.
4. Active jitter detection
In this section, we focus on the performance evaluation of the
jitter detection mechanism with diﬀerent traﬃcs and dropping decision models. First, we describe the overall packet loss rate evaluated
in the synchronization controller. The Δmax is set to 200ms, the
experiment time is 10 minutes. In Fig.5, the legend “without jitter detection” denotes that no jitter detection is performed during
the stream transmission; “with the only threshold Δmax ” represents
that a constant jitter threshold Δmax is set in each router; “with the
linear dropping decision” means that the adaptive linear dropping
decision is implemented to adapt the thΔ ; legend of “with the exponential dropping decision” denotes that the adaptive exponential
dropping decision mechanism is deployed. From Fig.5, we can see
that, without the active jitter detection, a lot of packet losses are
caused during the stream transmission. When we implement the
jitter detection scheme with the constant threshold, the packet loss
rate can be reduced to a certain degree. But, considering the linear
increment feature of the jitter, we know that jitter detection with
the constant threshold is not an optimal scheme. By implementing
the adaptive jitter detection mechanism, we ﬁnd that the packet
loss rate is relieved eﬀectively. The proposed scheme can detect and
discard the jitter-corrupted packets immediately, save more bandwidth for the useful media units and relieve the network congestion.
In the experiment, the performance of the linear and exponential
dropping decision mechanism is close to each other.
Next, we evaluate the packet loss caused by the jitter. From
Fig.6, we ﬁnd that this packet loss is also decreased greatly by the
proposed scheme. The reason may be that, when the network congestion is relieved, more bandwidth can be saved for the normal
packet transmission, which will contribute to less jitter.
In the experiment, we also describe the introduced useless packets number for the diﬀerent dropping decisions. “Useless” means
that the jitter-corrupted packets received by the ﬁnal synchronization controller will not be decoded and employed. For the scheme
without jitter detection, all the jitter-corrupted packets will be received and rendered useless by the synchronization controller. So,
large numbers of useless packets are introduced. From Fig.7, we
can see that, for the jitter detection scheme with the linear and exponential dropping decision, no more than 3000 useless packets are
received in the controller. Most of the jitter-corrupted packets are
discarded during the transmission.
In addition, we evaluate the energy cost in the experiment.
When diﬀerent numbers of reporting sensors are employed, we evaluate the packet transmission time which is usually proportional to
the energy consumption. In the experiment, we mainly focus on the
energy cost of the jitter-corrupted packets transmission. As shown
in Fig.8, when the traﬃc is low, the network state is well, both the
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jitter and packet loss rate are little. Thus,
the energy cost is nearly negligible. But,
when the traﬃc becomes serious, without the
jitter detection, the wasted packet transmission times can nearly reach to 90000. By
employing the proposed linear and exponential dropping decision models, several times
of the jitter-corrupted packets transmission
can be saved. This is because, during the
stream transmission, large numbers of jittercorrupted packets are discarded immediately
without transferring to the ﬁnal synchronization controller. On the other hand, comparing to the jitter detection scheme with the
linear dropping decision, we ﬁnd that the exponential dropping decision model can save
more energy cost. The reason is that, for the
linear dropping decision mechanism, after
the adaptive parameter adjustment, a small
value of ρ will be established ultimately. In
this case, loose thΔ value is set for the ﬁrst
few routers in the transmission path (Fig.2).
Jitter-corrupted packets are prone to be discarded in the routers close to the ﬁnal synchronization controller. More transmission
times of the useless packets will be introduced. Combining with all the metrics in
the set of the experiments, we can conclude
that, for the proposed active jitter detection,
the exponential dropping decision model performs a little better than the linear model.
Finally, during the experiment, we evaluate the processing and memory consumption

Fig. 5. Evaluation of
packet loss rate

the

overall

Fig. 7. The number of useless packets
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of the packet loss rate by
jitter

Fig. 8. Energy cost of the proposed jitter detection

Fig. 9. The performance evaluation of the synchronization controlling with the proposed active jitter detection mechanism. (a)
average jitter; (b) average packet loss rate; (c) average delay
of the proposed scheme. Comparing with the traditional scheme
without jitter detection, no more than 1% necessary CPU capacity
is introduced. Besides, the memory consumption is not increased.
5. Eﬀect on the synchronization controlling
In this section, we study the performance of the synchronization
controlling with the active jitter detection
mechanism and compare with the traditional synchronization control scheme proposed in Ref.[11]. We implement the exponential
dropping decision model in the jitter detection. The total experiment time is 30 minutes. The Δmax is set to 200ms. The metrics
used in the experiment are as follows: (1) average jitter: the mean
value of the jitter experienced by the packets received in the synchronization controller; (2) packet loss: represented by the overall
packet loss rate; (3) average delay: the mean value of the delay consumed by the received packets. To highlight the performance of the
proposed scheme, we evaluate the three metrics in the synchronization controller before performing the buﬀer management.
In Fig.9(a), we describe the average jitter experienced by the

received packets. When the data reporting rate is low and network
state is ﬁne, little jitter is induced during the stream transmission.
By performing the active jitter detection in the router, we can decrease about 10ms jitters during the synchronization controlling.
When the traﬃc is serious, more packets with large jitter are transmitted. For example, from the time point 9min to 15min, about
205ms of the average jitter is introduced in the traditional synchronization control scheme. However, by employing the jitter detection
mechanism, we discard the packets with large jitter actively. Only
the packets satisfying the jitter requirement can be retransmitted.
So, the average jitter in the synchronization controller is reduced
greatly.
Next, we discuss the packet loss involved in the synchronization
controlling. As shown in Fig.9(b), comparing with the traditional
scheme, the packet loss rate is relieved eﬀectively by the jitter detection mechanism. Combining with Fig.9(a), we ﬁnd that the packet
loss rate has great correlation with the current average jitter. By detecting and discarding the jitter-corrupted packets immediately, we
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can save the bandwidth resource and relieve the network congestion,
which will help to reduce the packet jitter.
Finally, we also evaluate the average delay introduced in the experiment. As shown in Fig.9(c), comparing with traditional scheme,
we ﬁnd that no more than 30ms additional average delay is introduced in the proposed synchronization controlling scheme. We
perform the active jitter detection by only employing the local information. This delay is mainly caused by the data processing in
the router. We believe that the relieved packet loss rate is worth
the overhead.
In summary, the proposed active jitter detection scheme can
improve the performance of the synchronization control greatly in
WMSNs. Besides, the proposed scheme can also perform well in
the traditional packet switch network due to the similar network
structure. The speciﬁc performance evaluation in the traditional
network will be discussed in the future.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an active jitter detection mechanism
for the synchronization control in WMSNs. There are several signiﬁcant contributions in this article. First, we introduce a precise
jitter evaluation mechanism which can calculate the packet delay
and jitter in each router during the stream transmission. Second, by
analyzing the jitter features of the packet transmission in WMSNs,
we propose the linear and exponential dropping decision models
to determine which packet shall be discarded. Finally, to improve
the system ﬂexibility, we also propose an adaptive parameter adjustment mechanism according to the dynamic network condition.
We implement the proposed active jitter detection scheme in our
practical WMSNs. The experiment results show that, without incurring additional average delay and communication overhead, our
approach can actively decrease the jitter and reduce the serious jitter eﬀect during the transmission.
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